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Gisela Capitain and Friedrich
Petzel (C14) were celebrating
with a bottle of champagne in the
stand they share yesterday, as
they totalled up their sales at the
fair. “This is the best we’ve ever
done here,” said Ms Capitain.
Among her many sales were a
large painting by Georg Herold
for around $500,000 and a set of
three Jorge Pardo wall sculptures
($65,000). Another gallery direc-

tor (who requested anonymity)
told The Art Newspaper: “We
haven’t beaten our art fair sales
record, but with two more days to
go we could hit seven figures.”

Similar stories were repeated
across the fair. “This year was
much better than last,” said
Patricia Riestra of the Mexican
gallery OMR (E13), who sold
works by Candida Höfer, Bonnie
Seeman, and had a first-day fren-
zy for Melanie Smith, selling four
prints from the British-born
Mexican photographer’s
“Vanishing landscape” series.
“I’ve never had a waiting list
before,” she said.

Cecile Panzieri of New York’s
Sean Kelly (E8) said they did
“incredible business again this
year, selling to about 90% new
clients.” The most expensive
work in the booth, an Antony
Gormley sculpture, sold for
$350,000 on the first day to a
museum trustee in California.
The gallery also sold two of
Marina Abramovic’s erotic
breast-massaging videos titled
Balkan erotic epic (see right), the
subject of a show at the New
York gallery opening next week.
Cheim & Read from New York
(D3) sold a Joan Mitchell oil,
($1.5 million), four Louise
Bourgeois sculptures (editions of
six) for $325,000 each, a Jack
Pierson for $150,000 and four
Donald Baechler bronzes at
$60,000/75,000. “The energy is
fantastic,” said Mr Read.

The energy began on the first
day with “total chaos, like a rugby
match, a frenzy,” according to
Linda Goodman of Goodman
Gallery from Johannesburg (E6),
whose booth featured William
Kentridge, currently the subject of
an exhibition at Miami Art
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Central. “Within the first hour all
our most expensive works sold,”
she said. These included pieces by
Deborah Bell, Robert Hodgins
and a William Kentridge acquired
by a European private collector,
while another Kentridge installa-
tion went to a Middle Eastern
museum. 

There were reports that fewer
Europeans attended the fair this
year, partly because of the art
world’s increasingly busy fair
schedule. Europeans have already
had the contemporary art fairs,
FIAC (Paris), Frieze (London)
and Art Cologne this autumn. 

“Last year we had more South
Americans and Europeans. This
year there were more Americans
and institutions,” said director
Olivier Bélot of Galerie Yvon

The Andrew Edlin Gallery in
Chelsea, New York, has snatched
the estate of the Outsider artist
Henry Darger from the Galerie
St. Etienne in New York and the
Carl Hammer Gallery in
Chicago. 

Beginning on 1 January 2006,
the Edlin gallery, which is only
four years old, will be the exclu-

sive world representative of this
lucrative estate. Mr Edlin was
unwilling to disclose how he won
the estate of the late Darger, a
reclusive hospital janitor who
made his works in secret. “But
prices for Darger will continue to
rise,” he says. 

The gallery was hand-picked
to be the sole representative of
the Darger estate by Kiyoko
Lerner of Chicago. Mrs Lerner
and her late husband Nathan
Lerner owned the Chicago apart-
ment building where Mr Darger
lived until his death. Mr Lerner
discovered the artist’s volumi-
nous body of work, much of it
highly erotic and surreal, after
Mr Darger entered a nursing
home shortly before his death.

An artist and inventor, Mr
Lerner spent years bringing the
work of his tenant to the atten-
tion of the art world. “We are
shocked at losing such an impor-
tant estate,” says Mr Hammer,
speaking at the -scope fair where
he is exhibiting. Mr Edlin will
assume responsibility for over-
seeing the production of the cat-
alogue raisonée of Henry Darger.

Above, Darger’s “at Jennie
Richee—meet him during lull in
storm” (detail), with Andrea
Rosen Gallery at ABMB (C15).
Brook S. Mason
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Picking their favourites

We asked a range of collectors, artists, museum directors and other art
world professionals to select their favourite work of art on show at
ArtBasel/Miami Beach (see pp. 4, 6). Shown here: the Turner-Prize win-
ning British artist Jeremy Deller’s choice: Marina Abramovic’s video,
Balkan erotic epic, part II at Sean Kelly (E8) 

Galleries at ABMB by country
see page 8 for more statistics
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Lambert from Paris (D6).
Nevertheless, Thaddaeus Ropac
(Salzburg/Paris) (E9) said he sold
to a “good mix” of collectors,
mostly private, including “great
European collectors.” The gallery
sold Silvie Fleury fibreglass
mushrooms to a private collector
in Spain, as well as four works by
Tony Cragg, including a 10-foot-
tall cherry column acquired by a
private collector in California on
the first day. “We did even more
business than last year,” said Jill
Silverman van Coenegrachts of
the gallery. Over at Art Positions,
Mennour (P8) has sold
Abdessemed’s crushed Lear Jet to
a private Swiss collector (price
undisclosed). 

James Cohan (F1) reported the
arrival of “a large group of South
American collectors new to us,
and they’ve been buying.”
Museums were also actively buy-
ing this week. Miami MoCA
acquired an installation by Roxy
Paine, an artist the museum has
shown, and during the fair discus-
sions with Fruitmarket Gallery in
Edinburgh “crystallized” a future

show of Trenton Doyle Hancock,
he said.

Collectors strike back
Several dealers were voicing con-
cern about collectors reserving
pieces only to “unreserve” them
later. Yesterday in one booth a
dealer was demanding to know
whether a client wanted to put a
“hold” or “strong hold” on a
desired piece.

In today’s super-heated mar-
ket, dealers want snap decisions,
so collectors are counter attacking
by reserving all the works of art
they might want to buy, and then
making their final decisions later. 

“Most people seem to be doing
amazing business, but the eupho-
ria of the first night has been
somewhat diluted by lots of can-
cellations,” said London dealer
Anthony Reynolds (C7). “I think
it’s really unhealthy for the mar-
ket, and a totally stupid tactic on
the part of the collectors, because
we remember who does it and tell
our colleagues, too.” Mr
Reynolds reported serious inter-
est in Mark Wallinger’s installa-

tion piece Painting the divide at
£45,000; one had already sold by
noon on Saturday.

Sales continued steadily
throughout the fair, and Andrea
Rosen (C15), who sold works by
Pollock and Calder said, “People
take their time and come back

when buying at our level,” she
said, noting she had seen “a great
mixture of top tier collectors as
well as people just getting into
the market.” 

In the art world one sure-fire
measure of fair’s sales is the tim-
bre of Sean Kelly’s normally

booming voice, which tends to
grow softer and raspier as he
spends more time talking to
clients. By yesterday morning,
Mr Kelly was barely audible. 
Georgina Adam, 
Jason Kaufman, 
Brook S. Mason and Marc Spiegler

Decorative arts at ArtBasel/Miami Beach
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� When the cross-dressing artist
Grayson Perry won the Turner
Prize in 2003 he remarked that
the art world was more likely to
be shocked by the fact that a
ceramicist had been awarded the
prestigious prize than a transves-
tite. Not anymore.

Some of the trendiest contem-
porary artists, including Mr Perry’s
compatriot Tracey Emin, have
been drawing inspiration from the
domestic scene and looking to the
decorative arts for some time.

The Zurich-based Hauser &
Wirth Gallery (C16) is showing
Mary Heilmann’s sporty rendi-
tion of the lowly aluminium lawn
chair. Constructed of plywood
with plastic webbing for the seat,
each of the five pieces are unique
and have now been sold.
Matthew Marks (B14) is showing
Roy McMakin’s handcrafted
wooden furniture and says the
artists has gained several com-
missions over the last few days.
A walnut chest sells for $35,000,
the same price as country

Chippendale.
Chandeliers are everywhere at

ABMB. London’s White Cube
(C13) is offering Cerith Wyn
Evans’ Venetian glass chandelier
programmed to translate the text
of the Marquis de Sade’s 1795
Philosophy in the Boudoir into
Morse code. The elegant 12-light
chandelier was sold at $45,000. 

Over at Lehmann Maupin
(D13), Vincent Mazeau’s edition
of six chandeliers sold out fast.
Meanwhile, at PaceWildenstein
(H10) an edition of six chande-
liers by Fred Wilson in black
Murano glass each sold for
$50,000.

Even wallpaper is in high
demand. Continua Gallery (D2) is
showing a graphic print by the
South African artist Kendall Geers
with the word “fuck” repeated in
a bold pattern for $36,000 while
Ruth Benzacar Galeria de Arte is
selling a kit to make floral wallpa-
per, Vanishing point, by the
Argentinian artist Jorge Macchi.
Three works from an edition of

four were sold at $38,000 each,
and a fourth was put on hold
showing that some collectors
fancy the do-it-yourself mode.

Other artists like Yale
University dean Jessica
Stockholder use common kitchen
ware and bathmats as sculptural
elements. The New York gallery
Mitchell-Innes & Nash (F7) is
selling Ms Stockholder’s sculp-
ture priced from $12-$60,000.
Dealer Jay Gorvey says there is
no literal meaning to her work.
“She removes items from the
domestic scene and recontextual-

izes them as abstract elements,”
says Mr Gorvey.

Knitted items are having their
moment too. At New York’s

Marian Goodman Gallery (E11),
Annette Messenger’s heart-shaped
collage of knit gloves are on view.
Brook S. Mason

The new
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Above: sold out: six editions 
of this chandelier by Vincent
Mazeau at Lehmann Maupin (D13).
Right: this coat of arms assembled
from domestic objects by Mateo
Maté is with Galerie Grita Insam
(J17). 
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